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Portfolio Essay

Analyze &amp; Explain

Through the past semester in ENGL 1102 I have learned two vital techniques that

separates me now, from me before 1102. One of these techniques, I believe to be monumental,

is being able to express emotion and passion in my writing, which honestly I have never been

asked to do before. The other technique I learned is being able to correctly and effectively use

commas. I found out I have this issue from my first draft of my Exploratory Essay, and from my

midterm. Even though my writing was already pretty good I have found out that before my use

of commas distracted of the quality of the writing.

Showing emotion in my writing has been a huge issue for me and this was identified in

my Exploratory Essay where the only sentence of the paper that contained emotion was where I

said “I love and hate Bitcoin.” Having Asperger’s Syndrome, a form of high functioning autism,

makes showing emotion in my writing that much more of an accomplishment. There are a few

mediums I do show emotion including music and art, and now writing. I still feel showing emotion

in writing is extremely inefficient, taking twice as many words to say something as needed. The

point of it is now I can choose to write with emotion which makes me feel more versatile. The

emotion in my writing still does not jump off the page and slap you in the face but it is there if

you look. After rewriting my Exploratory Essay, I have sentences like “This is a really hard task to

do when a currency exists that was started off a popular internet meme, doge. How can society

take cryptos seriously when a coin that was started as a joke has 63 million USD invested into it.”

Another issue I have had in this class is organization and punctuality in regards to assignments.



After noticing this issue the first half of the semester, I quickly changed where the second half all

of my assignments have been punctual and on time.



Portfolio Organization

I have broken the portfolio into several distinct tabs, including the Blog, EIP, Midterm, and

Portfolio Essay. Using a custom logo for my website creates a sense of ethos and credibility once

the reader visits the site. Also the portfolio acts as a gallery of some of my digital art creating

some subliminal pathos. On my Home Page I used a piece of art that contains a balance of warm

and cool colors to contrast with the greyscale website creating a balanced, neutral face to the

website. On the Contact page I used a piece of grey art that lets the reader know before reading

anything on the page that this page is factual and is a good place to look for information. Then

on my Blog page I used the colors of Google with hard asymmetrical lines. This lets the reader

know this page contains a lot of information by subliminally using Google’s colors, and by using

asymmetrical lines the content is not factual, but abstract. For the Midterm Page I use a black

and white banner with circles, to show that this page is quite factual, as it is a reflection of myself

over the past semester. Lastly for the Portfolio Essay I chose a red banner with squares honestly

because I waited until the night before to finish my first draft of the Portfolio Essay which made

me quite anxious, and I will probably change the banner before the end of the semester. On each

of the pages I present the reader with exactly what they were looking for when they clicked on

the tab at the top of the page.



What I Learned

From the Exploratory Essay I learned that I struggle with conveying emotion and with

using commas. I think that knowing what you have to fix is most of the battle, and that once you

know what is wrong it is easy to fix. This is quite apparent when you go 18 years of your life not

knowing proper comma rules and fix that issue in a semester. From the Exploratory Essay I also

learned that conveying emotion in text is something that matters and is something that I struggle

with, and while I have improved it, it is something that I will keep working on.

In the annotated bibliography I learned how to look up credited sources in a database, as

that is not something I have done before. This is the first annotated bib project I have ever done

so everything was new. With the annotated bibliography I learned more about my subject than

if we did not do it, meaning I got a lot of important information for the third part of the extended

inquiry project than if we hadn’t done it. This is also the first time I’ve heard of an annotated

bibliography and I think it is an interesting idea but I do not know how it would hold up in a long

article with many sources.

When I was working on the midterm project I practiced more than I learned how to assess

myself and others on performance which is always a useful task. Doing this allowed me to

compare my progress in the class to whom of which made an A in the class. Also not quite relating

to the actual midterm I learned how to embed pdfs with google docs so there is none of the

marketing on it. Also in my Midterm project I later learned that I still have not got personality

into my writing, as it was still quite bland, e.g. “’Why are you passionate about bitcoin?’ which I

thought was already explained in the parts where I talk about how powerful a decentralized



currency could be” From the Inquiry project I learned that most savants have the exact same

brain as we do they just know how to use it differently than us making their skills unexplainably

good. When I was working on the two genres I learned which pages of a brochure need to be the

pages with the most information on them and which pages need to have little to no information

on them. When I was distracted from working on this project I found reddit.com/r/aspergers

which is a subreddit where people, neuro-typical or aspie, come to talk about Asperger’s, and it

is a very cool little community.

In each of the warm ups I practiced good comma usage. This is something that we

probably were not meant to be learning, but I thought it was a good place for me to practice

writing without comma splices. Also It was good getting to see my peer’s responses every once

and a while. The warm up did provide a good mental stimulation to start off the class, getting our

heads back into what we were working on.

For the first blog post the teacher asked us to inquire into the syllabus, and I chose to

address the e-portfolio as a whole. I really liked how the teacher gave us a project for the final in

the form of an e-portfolio. I also really like how she lets us see other’s portfolios because you can

say to yourself “Ok I need to add that” or it can give you a goal to do better than. The second

Blog post was a reader response letter from the reading in the textbook. I wrote about my

appreciation for the author including the history of pathos logos and ethos into the chapter,

instead of just talking about the meaning of the subject. One thing I learned about this chapter

was that political campaigns use logos, ethos, and pathos more than any other genre. For

another blog post we were to ask questions about the Inquiry project. I chose to ask about having

to do our own research for our topic because researching savants is something very few people



in the world are able to do. Also the teacher asked us to write down a word that you liked from

a list of vocab words and I chose synthesize because I like making things and that is what synthesis

is all about. For blog post 3 the teacher asked us to look at the library’s website, write about what

we found or did not find, and then write down any questions we had for Ms. Gunter. My favorite

question I asked was, why in this day and age there is still a price for information and since your

job is information what are your thoughts on making information free. I also noticed at the time

the website said that they were out of laptops, which I think to be unacceptable at a university

library. For blog post 4 we were asked to write about what we would like to work on or polish or

what would you like to work on, and for this blog post I wrote that I would like to work on my

commas and my expression in writing.

I learned a lot from what I got back from my peers including the teacher and my

classmates. What I learned most from was the teacher’s edits and response to my exploratory

essay, where I learned I am not the best at expressing emotion through my writing and I learned

I struggle with comma splices. The other piece of feedback I thought was crucial was the response

to our exercise where we switched our intro with our conclusion. At first I did not think that this

would work with my paper because I thought my intro was essential for my essay but when cut

out makes the essay more interesting.

I know that working in groups in general is not a piece that we can learn from but as a

whole I did really like being able to compare and see what others were working on. One example

of this is would be a few cases where I thought “Wow, I should shape my paper like that.” Or also

if someone gave me great feedback. An example would be when just yesterday, when we did

peer edits, Noah did a phenomenal job proofreading and editing, props to him.



Key Concepts

I feel I nailed responsibility for one’s own learning, having taken the initiative to learn

comma rules and expressing emotion in writing. Those were two issues that were addressed early

on and I have worked on both of those until I felt much more comfortable with them. I also used

time in class to practice comma rules; when I was working on a warm up I would be doing the

warm up and also be practicing comma rules. I feel I also nailed curiosity and independent inquiry,

as I took savantism in as an obsession. While savantism has always been an obsession of mine

only until recently I diced to learn everything about it and one of my favorite quotes from my

midterm shows this, “Do autistic savants have a hidden plethora of knowledge locked in their

brain that they just cannot express, or in fact do they have nothing except what we can observe

through standard methods. This is a question that I have had since the first time I watched the

movie Rain man with Dustin Hoffman and Tom Cruise.” To break away from the Portfolio Essay

real fast, I just recently I found an article that says a thinking cap, just like the product I

envisioned, is in the works, and this “Thinking cap” uses transcranial electric stimulation, exactly

how I wanted it to. After days of undocumented research on savantism. I feel as though I could

walk in to a Psychology lecture on a day the professor was talking about savantism and teach the

class for that day. I feel I did some risk taking and revision when I completely rewrote my

Extended Inquiry project because I took your advice on one of the RRLs that suggested I actually

flip my logic of my paper by starting off with my passions for bitcoin and not explaining what

bitcoin is to draw in the reader. When someone reads your writing, that is all they have to go off

of, and when you cannot use commas properly it makes the reader think that the writer is



immature and does not care about his work. This is not the case with me. With my comma splices

and run-ons my writing did look immature but the content did not. Since then I have improved

my comma usage making my writing appear more mature.



Grade

Despite the missed/late assignments and absences, I feel as though I have pulled up from

where I was at first semester and have earned and A. This statement does not come from hubris,

but instead it comes from extra work outside of class, a drive for self-improvement, and a

newfound obsession. At the end of the semester I feel as though my hard work has paid off in

the form of self-expression and grammar. This is something I could not have achieved on my own,

before this class I did not exactly know what my weakness in writing were besides spelling all I

needed was for someone to point out what to work on and the rest was easy.
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